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We consider two copropagating fields in a nonlinear Kerr medium, each with a particular phase
and intensity. The Kerr medium possesses an intensity-dependent refractive index and the phase
shift of each field thus depends on the intensities of the fields. Classically it is possible to induce
an arbitrary phase shift of one field (the signal field) by either increasing the intensity of the other
field (the control field) or by increasing the interaction length. We show that if the intensity of the
control field is low, the phase shift on the signal is limited by the discrete nature of the photon-
number distribution in the control field and cannot be increased simply by increasing the interaction
length. In general the maximum phase shift of the signal field is P if the control field possesses P
photons. This limit arises as a consequence of quantum recurrence effects.
PACS number(s): 42.50.—p, 42.65.—k, 03.65.Bz
I. INTRODUCTION
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FIG. 1. A signal field a and a control field c interact via
a nonlinear Kerr medium of length I.
Suppose that two single-mode electromagnetic fields
interact in a nonlinear Kerr medium which possesses an
intensity-dependent refractive index. Each of the two
fields, referred to as the control field and the signal field,
possesses an intensity and phase used to characterize the
fields. The intensity of the control field and the inter-
action time between the two fields can be adjusted to
produce the desired phase shift on the signal field, if we
treat the system classically (Fig. I). The two fields could
be distinguished by either frequency or polarization.
In this treatment we ignore the self-induced intensity-
dependent phase shift [I, 2] in order to be able to con-
centrate on the mutual phase shift in the medium. This
assumption, although difFicult to realize in practice, al-
lows us to emphasize the basic limits to phase shifting
in I&err media in the clearest fashion. Classically one
expects that arbitrary phase shifts are possible in Kerr
media. The question arises as to whether arbitrary phase
shifts are possible in a quantum treatment. This concern
is very important if we consider schemes for designing all-
optical switches [3] and all-optical logic gates [4] where
optically induced phase shifts of m in Kerr media are im-
portant. We demonstrate that, although phase shifts are
not limited in classical electrodynamics, the phase shift
is limited in a quantum treatment.
In classical electrodynamics we can conceive of fields
with an intensity and phase and with no noise on these
variables. Given that the two fields copropagate through
the I&err medium, the control field c induces a phase shift
on the signal field a given by
4 =XIc,
where I, is the intensity of the control field in dimension-
less units of photon number and
bio z I. (2)(2eozV j c '
where V is the interaction volume, ~ is the frequency of
the light, I is the interaction length, and c is the speed
of light in the medium. Given a small control-field in-
tensity and a small nonlinear susceptibility, an arbitrary
phase shift P can be arranged by increasing the interac-
tion length 1. (Qf course dissipative effects become more
significant as the interaction length increases, but we ig-
nore these diKculties in order to concentrate on a more
fundamental limitation. )
A classical field with no intensity and no phase noise
is an extreme idealization and cannot apply to quantum
fields which are intrinsically noisy. Therefore let us con-
sider a situation in which the control field contains some
intensity noise. In this situation the phase of the signal
field undergoes a spreading, even as it is shifted, due to
the distribution of intensities in the control field. In an
extreme situation the spreading in phase might come to
dominate and render a phase shift of P impossible. For
example, a phase shift of x might induce a diffusion of the
phase over 2x. This phase-diffusion-limited phase shift is
a classical and a quantum limit to phase shifts in a Kerr
medium: it is a quantum limit insofar as quantum fields
of practical use (such as coherent fields) have intrinsic
intensity noise. It is also a classical limit because the
phase spreading arises for any field with intensity noise.
However, there also exists a purely quantum limit which
is described below.
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II. THE NONLINEAR OPTICAL KERR MODEL
For simplicity we treat cw fields and ignore noise
sources that would arise such as guided-acoustic-wave
Brillouin scattering and stimulated Raman scattering in
optical fibers, for example. The assumptions of no exter-
nal or medium-induced noise and no loss are very limiting
assumptions, but are necessary to elucidate the funda-
mental limits to all-optical switching. Classical coherent
fields can possess a well-defined intensity and phase, but
complementarity prevents this in the quantum field. The
quantum counterpart to the classical coherent field is the
coherent st, ate which is a quadrature-phase minimum-
uncertainty state [5]. The coherent state is used as an
input state to discuss the basic quantum limits to phase
shifting and we demonstrate how the classical behavior
is obtained in the appropriate high-intensity limit.
Let a, (a, ) denote the annihilation operator for the
input (output) signal geld m-ode and c, (c,) denote the
annihilation operator for the input (output) control field-
mode. Given the model interaction Hamiltonian
a, = exp (—iy6, ) a, , c, = exp (—iyn~) c;, (4)
where n, = ata, = ata, are the (constant) photon-
number operators for signal- and control-field modes, re-
spectively. Qne application of this model involves mea-
suring the phase shift of the probe field which allows
a quantum nondemolition (QND) measurement of the
signal-field photon number [6], There is a related class of
QND measurements based on a more general Kerr inter-
action than that used here [2]. In these cases the inter-
action is written in terms of the quadrature-phase am-
plitudes for both the signal and probe. The coupling is
such that one of the quadrature amplitudes of the probe
carries QND information on a quadrature amplitude of
the signal.
The classical equation which corresponds to Eq. (4) is
Hy ——Tip na nc)
with y = yc/L, it is apparent that the photon number
in each mode is a constant of motion. The input and
output operators are thus related by
P (V, V') = 2 & exP I— (7)
where 4 is the variance in the real and imaginary parts
of the control field complex amplitude and p; is the initial
mean amplitude. The mean amplitude for the signal field
is then calculated to be
(n, ) exp( —iyI, ) ( y'AI,
exp —21+2iyA g 1+2iyA (8)
&nln) = exp(- lnl'/2)
The signal field is initially in the coherent state ln, ),
and the control field is in the initial state ly;), . Thus the
mean amplitude of the output state is
(a;) =,(p; l,(n; l exp(iH;/h) a; exp( —iH;/h) l n;), l7, ),
= e-&-'& n; (10)
Apart from a small additional phase shift, the effect of
intensity fluctuations is to cause a "decay" of the mean
amplitude. This decay is due to the spreading in the
phase of the signal-output amplitude which arises from
the intensity fluctuations in the control field. Nonethe-
less, there exists a discernible phase shift of yI, in the
expression (8).
In quantum optics the signal field and probe field are
specified as coherent states rather than as a complex am-
plitude probability distribution. For a given coherent
state one can dePne an amplitude probability density and
then subject the density to an evolution according to the
classical equations of motion. However, the classical evo-
lution of the probability density can be quite different
from the amplitude probability density which is deter-
mined by the quantum evolution of the initial coherent
state for nonlinear systems with fields of low intensity [7].
In order to compute the corresponding quantum result
we assume that the initial state of each field is in the
single-mode coherent state which is represented in the
rock number state basis as
n, = exp (—iyI, ) n;, (~) for
where n; (n, ) is the complex amplitude of the signal
input (output) field. The (dimensionless) intensity of the
control field I, is given in terms of the input control-field
amplitude y, by
In order to arrange a phase shift of g we require that
Eq. (1) holds. Even if I, is very small and the nonlin-
earity is also very small, we can satisfy (1) simply by in-
creasing the interaction length in the nonlinear medium
which thereby increases y.
If there are intensity fluctuations in the control field
we must average over values for I, in Eq. (5). For exam-
ple, if the control-field amplitude possesses the Gaussian
distribution
rl = 2 I, sin —,P = I, sin y.2
4 = le*i'»nx (12)
For small g this reduces to the classical result p = lp;l
as observed in (1). An arbitrary phase shift can be seen to
be impossible from expression (12). As sing is bounded
between 1 and —1, the phase shift P is bounded between
There are two interesting features in this result, . First
there is a decay g of the mean amplitude. This is the
quantum analog of the classical phase spreading which
is induced by the intensity fluctuations in the control
field. For small g, we observe that rl oc g ly;l as we
observed for the classical Gaussian distribution (7). The
most interesting feature, however, is the phase-shift term
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and —I7;I regardless of how long the interaction
length is. The periodicity of the trigonometric function
means that there exists a characterisic interaction length
in the nonlinear medium beyond which the dynamics re-
curs. The origin of the recurrence, as we show, arises
from the discreteness of the photon-number distribution
in the quantized control field and is therefore distantly
related to quantum recurrence effects in related quantum
systems [8].
This is an incoherent mixture of two coherent states
which are 7t out of phase. We could also consider the
case that y = z'/2, which is a mixture of four coherent
states ln), )in), I —n), and I —in) which are separated in
phase by z'/2. The unusual behavior for large values of y
is manifested as mixtures of very distinct coherent states
and leads directly to the phase-shift limitation which is
discussed above. For example, suppose that we have four
photons in the control field lyl = 4 and we are seeking
III. RECURRENCE EFFECTS
Given a coherent state input In), ly)„ the output state
is given by the density operator
j, = exp( —iyn, n, ) In), lp), (p I,(nl exp(iyn~ n, ) .
The reduced density operator for the signal mode is ob-
tained by tracing over the control mode and the result
1s
Im(u) 0"
(a)
(14)
where
P.(n) = exp(-lvl') lvl'/n' (15)
-4'
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Re(u)
is the Poisson distributed photon-number distribution in
the control field with mean lyl . Equation (14) repre-
sents a classical mixture of coherent states, each of which
is rotated through an angle gn with respect to the orig-
inal state. Each coherent state can be represented as a
point in the complex plane with an associated error cir-
cle which represents fiuctuations in the amplitude. The
resulting state is thus represented in the plane as a set
of (possibly overlapping) circles of differing weight. This
"phase-space" represent;ation can be made more definite
by calculating contours of the q function. We return to
this point at the end of this section.
The dominant element in the mixed state in Eq. (14)
occurs where the Poisson distribution is peaked at n =
n = lpl . Thus the center of the resulting distribution
is localized at the classically expected phase shift ylpl .
The width of the photon-number distribution in the con-
trol field determines the resulting spread in the phase
as expected. However, because of the discrete sum over
integers which appears in (14), very interesting results
arise for special values of y.
Let us consider the case where y = vr. The sum in
eqn (14) then breaks into two sums, one over even inte-
gers and the other over odd integers. The resulting state
1s
Im(u) 0
—4 ~"
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Re(u)
(c)
Im(u) o
) .P.(») In). (nl
&=o j
( oo) P~(2n+ 1) I —n), (—nl
= z(1+ e lvl')ln)~(nl+ 2t(1 —e lvl')I n)a(
-4'
—4 —3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
Re{u)
FIG. 2. Contours of the q function for the reduced signal-
field state. The signal field is initially in a coherent state with
a mean of four photons and we set l pl x = x with (a) x = x/4,
(b) X = z'/2, and (c) X = n. .
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a classical phase shift of x. Classically this would be
achieved if we could arrange for X = ir/4. At this value
of y the mixture of very distinct coherent states has not
formed. Alternately, if we let ~y~~ = 1, then g = x and
the ouput state is given by (16) with an almost equal
weight on the coherent states
~n) and
~
—n). Thus for
one photon a phase shift of vr cannot be discerned.
The formation of these special mixtures of coherent
states can be pictured most easily by plotting contours
of the Q function [9]. The Q function is a real, positive
phase-space distribution for the signal defined by
In Fig. 2 we plot contours of the Q function in the plane
of real and imaginary a for various values of p and y.
In Fig. 2(a) we consider the case that p = 2 and
g = ir/4. The classical equation would predict an ex-
act phase shift of n for the signal field in this case. In
addition we expect a spread in the phase of the signal
due to the Poissonian spread of intensity in the control
field. Both of these features are evident in Fig. 2(a).
In Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) we consider the cases for which
X = x/2, X = ir, respectively, and fix ~p~zy = n. The.
figures clearly reveal the formation of a mixture of four
coherent states at X = m/2 and a mixture of two coher-
ent states at g = ir. Classically such states never form
under these conditions: the contours of the phase-space
density would simply continue to spread in phase. This
phase-shift limit arises solely from the discreteness of the
control-field energy levels and is a manifestation of the
quantum field.
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURE
OF THE PHASE-SHIFT LIMIT
plitude plane. Homodyne detection is one technique for
detecting phase-sensitive noise. Much effort has been
invested into accurate homodyne detection schemes for
optical fields primarily in connection with the efforts to
detect squeezed states of light [11]. In the present case
the objective is to observe a bimodal distribution of the
distribution of the real quadrature-phase amplitude mea-
surements which would result at y = vr for a control field
with a mean photon number of 1.
Classically, in the absence of phase spreading, the re-
sulting distribution would possess a single peak with a
mean at a point m shifted from the initial amplitude.
The inclusion of phase spreading causes the distribu-
tion to be broadened but the distribution remains single
peaked. A homodyne detection which reveals two ampli-
tude peaks m out of phase, as expected for the reduced
signal state (16), is evidence of the graininess of the con-
trol field.
The detection of bimodal distributions will be difIicult.
Current Kerr nonlinearities are quite small: for exam-
ple, to produce g 1 in a glass fiber at ~ 5 x 10'
rad/sec would require a fiber of length 1000 km [12].
However, the experiment might be possible if media with
large third-order susceptibilies are available. A high non-
linearity allows a short interaction time which minimizes
the effects of dissipation. Dissipation is expected to re-
duce the effects of the graininess of the control field. The
effects of dissipation require further attention.
Given that a mixture of two coherent states is pro-
duced a sensitive detector should be adequate to detect
the bimodal distribution. Unlike the superpositions of
coherent states which have been discussed in the litera-
ture [13] we seek here to detect an incoherent mixture of
two coherent states which makes the signal-output state
more robust than the coherent-superposition states.
The phase-shift limit is one aspect of a quantum recur-
rence phenomenon. As a quantum effect, a direct exper-
imental observation of the graininess of the control-field
energy levels would provide further evidence of the quan-
tized nature of the electromagnetic field. The graininess
of the field has been verified by observations of quantum
recurrences in the Jaynes-Cumming interaction between
a two-level atom and a single mode of the electromag-
netic field [8, 10]. For this atom-field interaction the re-
currences arise in the terms for the collapse and revival
sequence of the oscillating photon-number inversion. A
similar collapse and revival sequence occurs in this model
for the mean amplitude. For example, from Eq. (10) the
real part of the mean amplitude X = Re(a) obeys the
equation
1X, = X;exp
~
I, sin —
~
cos(I—, s—in y).2) (18)
If X is plotted against X (which is proportional to the
interaction length), then X undergoes a decay but revives
to the initial value at y = 2m. The revivals are due to the
graininess of the control field which produces a mixture
of distinct coherent states of the signal field.
The mixture of coherent states at y = x/2 and x are
characterized by phase-sensitive noise in the complex am-
V. CONCLUSIONS
Fundamental limits to all-optical phase shifts which
can be obtained in Kerr media have been identified. The
limits arise for the case that the intensity of the control
field is low. One limit is related to the intensity fluctua-
tions in the control field and can be understood in a clas-
sical context: the fluctuations in the control-field couple
as phase diffusion in the signal field. The second limit es-
tablishes a maximum phase shift in the signal field and is
purely quantum mechanical: the limited phase shift is a
consequence of the discreteness of the energy distribution
in the control field.
Essentially we have demonstrated that the discrete-
ness of the energy levels in a coherent control field limits
the phase shift which can be induced on a signal field.
The phase shift of the amplitude of the signal field is
bounded between —P and P, where P is the mean num-
ber of photons in the control field. Of course one can
consider very nonclassical states of the electromagnetic
radiation to attempt to bypass these limits, but here we
have expressed the limits in terms of the quantum analog
to classical coherent states. The limit to the phase shift
has repercussions in all-optical switching devices where
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phase shifts of x can be required.
The classical limit is obtained in the limit of an intense
control field (large mean photon number) and small non-
linearities. In the classical limit arbitrary phase shifts
can be induced and the phase spreading can be made ar-
bitrarily small. In the near-classical regime the intensity
Auctuations are very small compared to the intensity of
the field and the graininess of the photon field becomes
very fine and does not limit the phase shift of the signal
field.
Dissipative effects have not been considered here but
are expected to degrade the purely quantum features.
Dissipation is avoided by employing a medium with a
large nonlinearity which allows a small interaction length.
With current technology the fundamental limit to phase
shifting is not expected to be noticeable but is an im-
portant and surprising feature of Kerr media. Finally,
the mixtures of distinct coherent states of the signal field
provides evidence of the graininess of the electromagnetic
field and merits further investigation.
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